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How cities, transit agencies, and
companies are using MaaS data
standards to rewrite the rules
of app-based transportation

The world is flush with new mobility technology.

Each operator, transit agency, and mode of

message will get to its destination, even if

transportation often has its own app, and they

the recipient uses different software. Email works

rarely work together. A number of operators

this way because it was built upon open data

require you to use their own walled-off version

standards that all providers use to connect into

payment, and on-demand transit. If these systems

of mobility, only making certain options available

the larger network.

work together, the promise of Mobility-as-a-Service

and inscrutable fare payment system to the mix,

So how do we ensure that mobility ends up working

and even the most devoted car-free urbanist

more like email, and less like Facebook Messenger?

In the past decade, carshare was followed quickly
by bikeshare and ridehail, then scooters, mobile fare

(MaaS) could change our cities for the better. But
the transportation promised land of a seamless
mobility system that’s more convenient than your
car still feels distant.
And yet, there is a way forward. Consider this
handbook your how-to guide for getting mobility
apps and services to connect with each other.

if you use their platform. Add a disconnected

is likely to give up in frustration.
Adopting email’s approach and building
Despite these challenges, there’s an opportunity

a foundation of MaaS data standards would steer

to do better by riders. To illustrate the different

the development of Mobility-as-a-Service in a

paths our digital mobility future might take,

positive direction, creating a mobility system that’s

consider another ubiquitous app-based service:

more competitive, accountable, interoperable,

communication. Right now, much of the mobility

equitable, and sustainable. It would also make

world behaves like Facebook Messenger: apps are

public procurement more effective, helping public

built on closed technology that doesn’t connect

agencies stay nimble and avoid getting locked into

with other players. Whether you want to or not,

technology vendors that don’t deliver.

you’re forced to download one company’s app just
to send messages to your friends and contacts.

Few if any technical obstacles stand in the way
of achieving this vision. What’s needed now isn’t

But there’s a different way of doing things,

a disruptive new app or service. To build MaaS,

and it’s one of the Internet’s greatest success

both public agencies and private companies need

stories: email. Whether you have a Gmail or

to prioritize connecting our existing mobility

a Yahoo! account, an account from your employer

options, using email-like data standards so all

or one from your school, you can choose

the pieces fit together.

whichever email program you want and your
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Luckily, there’s no need to reinvent the wheel. Open mobility
standards have been built before, and they’ve proven successful.

Why did Transit write this handbook?

The General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), for example, allows

We have a stake in this. GTFS made transit information accessible,

transit agencies to share schedule and real-time information with

which allowed a pair of developers in Montreal to start building

apps like Google Maps, Apple Maps, and Transit. Despite initial

Transit in 2011. Since then, we’ve focused our time and energy on

skepticism within the industry, even from transit agencies

building the best possible app for riders. Our experience has shown

themselves, GTFS has become nearly universal for fixed-route

that a world in which open data standards are ubiquitous across

service and is now one of the world’s most widely-adopted mobility

the mobility system will encourage companies to focus on building

data standards.

the best user experience, rather than racing to corner the market
and see how many transportation services can be captured under

A similar shift is now needed to bring together the other pieces

one company’s lock and key.

of the MaaS ecosystem. This handbook lays out a path forward
so the public and private sectors can ensure that transit payments,

Too much of the existing MaaS literature is premised on the idea

bikeshare, ridehail, taxis, microtransit, and carshare can follow

that “one app to rule them all” will save mobility. So far, that hasn’t

the open pathway blazed by GTFS. Across all modes of transporta-

proven true. The reality is that no single organization can do this

tion, there are living examples, highlighted throughout this report,

alone. We dedicate a lot of the space in this handbook to highlighting

of how operators, public agencies, apps, and not-for-profits

the wide array of public, private, and not-for-profit actors who are

are working together to integrate mobility services and create

building an open mobility ecosystem. We’re excited for you to get

the building blocks of open MaaS.

to know them.

No matter the role your organization plays, there’s something you

Lastly, the pandemic caused unprecedented declines in transit

can do to help build a mobility system that’s more sustainable,

ridership, and forced everyone to face enormous uncertainty.

equitable, open, and connected. For app-based mobility, ensuring

Despite dramatic pronouncements that public transit is irrelevant

that Mobility-as-a-Service is built on a foundation of open data

in a post-pandemic world of driverless car tunnels, we continue

standards is an important first step. Let this be your guide.

to believe that sustainable mobility will be central to reviving our
cities and fighting climate change. This moment of upheaval might
just contain the seeds of renewal for urban mobility. Let’s get to it.
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Guidance for
public agencies

More detailed guidance, including examples
of RFPs and contracts that can inform your own
procurement process and regulatory approaches,
are available within each section of this report
and as part of our online resources about MaaS
data standards. You can also get in touch at
partners@transitapp.com.

MaaS
integration

Information about fixed-route service
and dock-based bikeshare

Information about dockless bikeshare,
scooters, and carshare

Information about on-demand transit,
ridehail, and taxis

Mobile ticketing and complete
integration (booking, payment,
unlocking) for all modes

Status of
MaaS data
standards

Widely-adopted MaaS data standards:

Partially-adopted MaaS data standard:

MaaS data standard in development:

Private APIs increasingly available,

GTFS and GBFS

GBFS

GOFS

potential to develop MaaS data standards

How to
encourage
open MaaS

→ Follow best practices for GTFS

→ Require adoption of the GBFS

→ Contribute to MobilityData’s efforts

→ Reward vendors and operators that

and GBFS to export publicly-available

data standard by vendors and

to create the General On-Demand

can provide well-documented, public

data feeds and provide high-quality

permitted operators

Feed Specification

APIs and have proven experience

information to riders

→ Ensure that provided data feeds

→ Maximize use of optional fields in

→ Reward vendors and operators that

integrating their service with other
mobility applications

are publicly available, posted in

can already provide well-documented,

existing data standards to provide as

public repositories, do not require

public APIs and have proven experience

much information as possible to riders,

authentication, and use standard

integrating their service with other

and complete integrations, ensure

such as real-time crowding information

open data licenses without

mobility applications

the project achieves your organization’s

or vehicle battery levels

overly-restrictive provisions

→ Contribute to MobilityData’s efforts to

→ Contribute to efforts by the North

→ Encourage vendors and operators to
become early adopters of the standard

→ When seeking mobile payment

goals in the long term by understanding
the incentives within the chosen
business model and avoid reliance on

bring together public agencies, private

American Bikeshare Association

companies, and not-for-profits seeking

(NABSA) and MobilityData to bring

to improve and expand existing data

together public agencies, private

standards to meet industry needs

companies, and not-for-profits to

companies, and not-for-profit

improve and expand GBFS to meet

organizations to begin discussions

industry needs for micromobility

about developing additional open data

and carshare

standards for mobile ticketing and

once an initial version is approved

a single vendor
→ Encourage public agencies, private

trip completion that facilitate MaaS
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SECTION ONE

MaaS data
standards 101

This document is a guide to “open” Mobility-as-a-Service.
What makes mobility “open?” The critical enabling technology are
APIs. An Application Programming Interface (API) allows mobility
operators to provide and receive data in real time. APIs allow transit,
scooter, bikeshare, moped, carshare, microtransit, or ridehail
operators to facilitate payments, allow users to initiate or end trips,
and provide information about where vehicles are available for use,
when service is going to arrive, and what a ride will cost. This opens
up information so potential riders can find and use the service.
As one of the few major app-based mobility companies with no
on-the-ground services of our own, Transit is in a unique position
to describe the importance of APIs. They are the base layers on
which an open mobility system is built, so it’s worth getting to know
them in detail.
Mobility APIs can be infinitely varied and complex, but the principles
are simple. Mobility APIs are at their best when they use open data
standards, which are essentially a common language for apps and
services to communicate with each other. Open data standards are
available for all apps, mobility services, and governments to use, and
the process of developing them is also open to public participation.
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GTFS and GBFS:
open standards success stories

Now, there’s a new chapter being written. This year, an industry
working group is creating an equivalent data standard for ridehail,
taxis, and microtransit, called the General On-Demand Feed
Specification (GOFS). We cover this standard in greater detail in
later sections of this report.

The best way to understand open standards is

agencies to share real-time arrival information,

to look at how they are already being used

as well as data such as crowding levels on buses

in mobility.

and trains.

Let’s start with the General Transit Feed

Over time, data standards have expanded to cover

Specification (GTFS), a widely-adopted data

additional modes of transportation. In 2015,

standard for public transit schedule and real-time

docked bikeshare operators came together

information. In 2005, Portland’s TriMet became

through the North American Bikeshare Association

the first agency available in Google Maps thanks

(NABSA) to create the General Bikeshare Feed

to the development of GTFS, which defined the

Specification (GBFS). This simplified what had

format for schedule, stop, and route data provided

previously been a variety of data feeds into one

by TriMet to Google. Over time, a growing number

standard. Less than two months later, working

of agencies began sharing a GTFS feed describing

with bikeshare pioneer Social Bicycles, Transit

their service and newer apps, including Transit,

became the first app to use GBFS to display

began using GTFS to help riders navigate systems

bikeshare information. The GBFS standard, now

in cities across the world.

adopted by operators, apps, and cities in more

WHAT ABOUT MDS?
Maybe you’ve heard of the Mobility Data Specification. It can be easy to
mix up MDS and MaaS data standards, but they’re not interchangeable.
MaaS data standards, which we focus on in this handbook, help riders
by showing available mobility services and payment options to
the general public using navigation apps. In contrast, MDS — which was
initially developed by the Los Angeles Department of Transportation
and is now governed by the Open Mobility Foundation — is meant
for regulators, not the general public. MDS is a two-way reporting tool
so government and mobility companies can manage operations in real
time. MDS and MaaS data standards are cousins, not twins. While
the organizations that manage them keep in touch regularly, they serve
fundamentally different purposes.

than 500 markets worldwide, has since expanded
The GTFS specification also expanded over time,

to cover dockless bikeshare and shared scooters

with important new extensions providing a way for

in addition to dock-based bikeshare.

Meet the not-for-profit
behind the data standards
powering open mobility

MobilityData is a not-for-profit organization
that works to ensure open data standards are
at the heart of the digital mobility revolution.
Its team manages the GTFS and GBFS open data
standards, while also developing new data
standards like GOFS for the increasing number
of on-demand services. MobilityData is supported
by member organizations from the public
and private sectors, including Transit, Apple,
Google, NJ Transit, and the State of California.
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Why do these
standards matter?
So that’s what data standards are. But why is a

Sustainability

mobility world with comprehensive, widely-adopted

The success of sustainable modes depends

open data standards better than one without them?

on the ability of the public to easily access them

How can they impact the future of mobility?

and replace the automobile as the default mode

Interoperability

of transportation. Thanks to open APIs, leading
apps like Google Maps, Citymapper and Transit

APIs allow separate modes and operators to be

support different multimodal options, maximizing

integrated together for multimodal trips. With

the utility of modes that reduce car ownership.

open APIs, the public can easily mix-and-match all
available transportation services — whether that’s

Equity

a taxi ride, a scooter or a city-operated bus.

Open standards lower the barriers to meeting

Competition

the mobility needs of disadvantaged groups.
The inclusion of accessibility information in public

Mobility operators have little incentive to show

transit data feeds like GTFS, for example, makes

information about a competitor — you won’t see

it easier to provide relevant information to riders

a Lyft-owned service appear in the Uber app,

with disabilities. And as the industry creates

for example. Open data standards help level

new standards for on-demand services like

the playing field, fostering competition and helping

ridehail, microtransit, and paratransit, the same

new, innovative entrants improve service for

focus on inclusive technology helps ensure a more

the public.

equitable transportation system.

Accountability

Better public procurement

Public, real-time APIs are available not only to

Open data standards allow different pieces

state of the industry at ensuring an open mobility

apps like Transit or Google Maps, but also to

of the mobility ecosystem to fit together in

the general public. These data streams can be

a uniform way. That means public agencies are

system across each mode of transportation — public

used by civic technologists, academics, journalists,

able to change technology providers without

transit, carshare, shared micromobility, as well as

and policy advocates to verify that operators are

losing key pieces of the system, ensuring that all

living up to their promises, to ensure a mobility

technology vendors (yes, including us at Transit!)

on-demand microtransit, ridehail, and taxis — to

program is adequately serving communities of

are replaceable if they’re not performing.

In the following sections, we’ll cover the current

provide concrete guidance on current best practices
for public agencies and private organizations alike.

need, and to help the city achieve its policy goals.
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Public transit
SECTION TWO

The step-by-step
guide

GTFS
Let’s start with the basics. Since its debut in 2005,

During the pandemic, for example, a growing

GTFS has become the near-universal standard for

number of transit agencies added data on capacity

user-facing information about fixed-route public

levels to their GTFS-realtime feeds, so apps like

transit service in North America and many parts

Transit can inform riders about crowding

of the world. The open data format has grown

conditions on buses. The growth and success of

to include real-time information, service alerts,

GTFS shows that the public transit sector deserves

detailed station pathway routing, and more. With

significant credit for leading the way with open

GTFS now widely adopted, the focus has turned

data standards, and provides a foundation of

to improving the quality and detail of data that

innovation for the mobility world to build upon.

transit operators provide to riders.
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Private sector companies
supporting high-quality GTFS

Guidance for
public agencies

There are many companies in the mobility

→ The vast majority of transit agencies in North America publish
GTFS feeds, but not all follow best practices. Agencies can learn
about ways to improve their GTFS feeds by reading Transit’s
guide to GTFS or MobilityData’s GTFS Best Practices.

ecosystem that produce high-quality data feeds.
Here are three examples.

→ Some agencies don’t publish a GTFS-realtime feed, and use
different API formats that are more challenging for developers
to work with. Others don’t make real-time data available at all,
restricting their riders to schedule-based trip planning.
Organizations like Cal-ITP are working to bring all agencies
up to speed. If you don’t already publish a GTFS-realtime feed,
consider doing so.

Trilium helps transit agencies of all sizes build

GMV Syncromatics is a CAD/AVL provider that

and maintain high-quality GTFS feeds, ensuring

has been at the forefront of providing high-quality

GTFS-realtime feeds in response to the pandemic, but this rider

that mobility apps like Transit are showing

GTFS-realtime feeds, including newer data

information is valuable even in a world without distancing

accurate schedules and other key system

extensions. It was among the first providers to

and mask requirements. While all riders benefit, it’s particularly

information. Transit integrates dozens of

offer real-time crowding information for transit

helpful to passengers who prioritize comfort and space,

Trillium-maintained GTFS feeds into our app,

agencies through GTFS-realtime, visible in Transit

such as the elderly, pregnant women, and those with luggage,

as do many other trip planning apps.

and other mobility apps.

strollers, wheelchairs, or small children. If you don’t already,

→ Many agencies added real-time crowding information to their

consider adding crowding and accessibility information to
your agency’s feed.
→ If your transit agency or company is regularly working with GTFS,
you can contribute to the community-led process facilitated by
MobilityData to improve and deepen this open data standard,
so GTFS continues to serve the needs of transit agencies,

Swiftly is a real-time passenger information

data providers, and riders alike. For example, there is an active

provider and a strong supporter of MaaS data

GTFS-fares project to improve fare information so that it’s easier

standards like GTFS-realtime. It’s known for

to understand what transit trips, particularly those involving

focusing on how to deliver accurate real-time

transfers between multiple agencies, will cost riders.

information, so riders never miss their bus or
train due to a bad arrival prediction.

The schedule and real-time information that GTFS provides is
an important foundation, but it’s just one piece of the mobility
puzzle, even for transit agencies. There’s more that can be done.
Next, we describe two areas that transit agencies can continue to
advance the development of open mobility systems: fare payment
and on-demand microtransit.
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FARE PAYMENT
While there is work underway to provide more fare information
through GTFS, it does not give riders the ability to actually pay
for transit trips. Anyone who has travelled to a new city has both
marvelled at how easy it is to get transit directions in apps like
Transit, Google Maps, or Apple Maps thanks to the power of GTFS,
but also been frustrated by how hard it can be to actually pay
the fare because they don’t have exact change, or need to figure
out which card to buy at a ticket vending machine.
App-based transit fare payment options have gained momentum
recently, propelled in part by the COVID-19 pandemic and a desire
to accelerate the shift to contactless payments. There are an
increasing number of transit agencies and mobile ticketing providers
that have enabled a wide variety of apps and mobility services to
seamlessly integrate mobile transit payments. These advancements
are an early step that indicate the potential for an open standard
that transit agencies and fare payment partners could adopt to
accept app-based payments.

Photo courtesy: Greater Dayton RTA / Masabi
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Fare collection vendors
with integrations in mobility apps
At the start of 2019, not a single popular mobility
app in North America offered fare payment
integrations. Since then, emerging transit payment
companies have worked to unlock a more seamless
transit fare payment experience. Today, three
of the five largest mobile-first fare collection

Thanks to these integrations, app users in Transit

Bytemark first integrated its mobile ticketing APIs

Transit has integrated Token Transit’s payment

alone can purchase fares across more than

into Transit in the Toronto area in early 2021.

APIs for more than 30 agencies across North

60 transit agencies using a single account,

This integration builds upon existing mobile

America, including AC Transit in the San Francisco

no matter which fare collection platform that

payment options to create a seamless experience:

Bay Area and Big Blue Bus in Santa Monica, CA.

agency is using.

riders who already used the transit agency’s

Other navigation apps, such as Google Maps,

standalone ticketing app can also access their

have also integrated these payment APIs as part

account through Transit, gaining the ability to

of Token Transit’s strategy to make fare payment,

purchase fares in the same app they use to plan

including features like fare capping, widely

their trip and track their approaching bus.

available and easy to access.

companies in North America — Bytemark, Masabi,
and Token Transit — have completed integrations
with popular mobility apps, including Uber, Lyft,
Google Maps, and Transit.

In 2019, the NEORide consortium of transit
agencies, including systems in the Cincinnati
metropolitan area, worked with Masabi to launch
EZfare, a cashless fare option. A key part of the
project was that Masabi made EZfare available
through its Justride SDK, or software development
kit, so apps such as Transit and Uber can seamlessly integrate fare payment for the entire region.
Since launching with EZfare in 2019, riders have
paid for more than 500,000 trips with Transit.
Masabi has worked with agencies in other cities,
including Denver and Las Vegas, on similar
approaches that make features such as fare capping,
cash digitization, and smart cards available in
the apps riders already use.
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Despite these successful examples, most traditional fare collection
vendors still don’t offer APIs for integration into mobility apps. In the
few places where these vendors do offer mobile payments, they are
available only in a proprietary app riders must download separately.

Guidance for
public agencies

→ Because open data standards don’t yet exist for mobile ticketing,
ask vendors to provide their mobile payment APIs, and share
them for evaluation by apps that have integrated similar services
in the past. Transit is not the only company in this category,

Even vendors whose systems promote “open loop” payments using
contactless credit or debit cards often restrict users by making

More detailed guidance,

account information and other important functionality only

including examples of RFPs

available in their proprietary app. These approaches prevent

and contracts that can inform

riders from paying fares in the way that’s easiest for them.

your own procurement
process and regulatory

Ultimately, these approaches lock the agency to the fare payment

approaches, are available

vendor and reduce opportunities for innovation that improve

on our website.

the rider experience. Keeping mobile payments under lock and key

but you can use our requirements to get started.
→ When evaluating a mobile ticketing provider, find out where
they can sell their tickets besides their own app. If your agency
is putting out a Request for Proposals, score providers on their
proven ability to work with third parties, not just their willingness
to do it.
→ Are you dealing with the market through your ticketing vendor,

means that transit agencies aren’t able to bring fares to riders

or do you have independent relationships? Relying on a single

in popular user-focused apps, like Google Maps and Transit.

vendor poses risks. If your only relationship is with your ticketing
provider, you might not get the innovation you’re looking for

Having mobile ticketing available through APIs creates a mobility

in the long run. Consider contracting strategies that allow you

ecosystem where apps and vendors compete to build the best

to work directly with a range of market participants in addition

experience for riders. In the long run, these APIs can become

to your ticketing vendor.

public and standardized to ensure transit agencies benefit from

→ Business models matter. Commissions, enablement fees, monthly

interoperability between all apps and vendors. This would extend

fees. There are seemingly as many ways to pay for fare payment

the benefits of GTFS, which revolutionized access to transit

as there are ways to pay your fare. Consider the incentives you’re

information, into the fare payment realm and allow transit agencies

offering through your remuneration scheme: commissions

to build a complete trip experience for riders in whichever app
they choose..

incentivize ongoing development, recurring payments can help

Fare payment shouldn’t be a hurdle for customers. With a focus on

innovation over the long haul.

spread the risk, and upfront capital investments may reduce

APIs and the customer experience rather than checking “having an
app” off an RFP laundry list, transit agencies can welcome innovation
and provide space for the experimentation necessary to deliver
the best possible fare payment experience now and in the future.
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ON-DEMAND TRANSIT
A growing number of agencies have turned

did not have an expectation that this new

to microtransit, also known as on-demand or

technology would connect with existing

demand-responsive transit. On-demand transit,

fixed-route services through trip planning apps.

Using APIs to integrate
on-demand and fixed-route transit

which agencies often contract from private
platforms or operators, provides point-to-point or

During the pandemic, those expectations have

zone-to-zone service in places where fixed-route

begun to change. Transit has spent the past year

transit isn’t a good option. While recent interest

working with a range of transit agencies and

was driven in large part by drastic fluctuations

microtransit partners to make on-demand transit

in ridership during the pandemic, there are also

available alongside fixed-route service in our app.

longstanding motivations, like reducing operating

For now, each integration is built using proprietary

costs, enhancing service quality for riders, or

APIs from each microtransit provider, to unique

facilitating better first- and last-mile connections

specifications agreed upon with each transit

to fixed-route service.

agency. These integrations are helping riders see
all of their transit options and plan multimodal

Unfortunately, microtransit has a long history

trips, delivering on the promise of microtransit

of failed experiments. Many pilots, launched

as an interconnected part of an agency’s public

with great fanfare, have failed to deliver on their

transit service. These integrations are also helping

promise due to low ridership and high fixed costs.

agencies clearly communicate with riders about

One challenge is that these new services, often

new on-demand transit options, especially when

available only in limited zones or at certain times

on-demand deployments are accompanied by

of day, can be difficult for riders to discover,

major changes to fixed-route service.

+

+

Durham Region Transit (DRT), in the Toronto area,

In early 2021, Metro Micro, LA Metro’s mobility

launched a new on-demand microtransit service

on-demand service, was added to Transit, Metro’s

in autumn 2020 as part of a larger transit network

official app. Transit and RideCo worked closely to

redesign. Working with microtransit operator

develop APIs and complete the integration in just

Spare Labs and its open API, Transit quickly

a few months. Now, Transit provides multimodal

integrated the new service to help riders discover

connections in all seven Metro Micro service

DRT On Demand. Now, more than 1 in 10 DRT On

areas, with expansion zones on the way. In the first

Demand journeys originate in Transit, and

three months, users selected nearly 10,000 trip

two-thirds of all DRT On Demand trips planned

plans in Transit featuring Metro Micro.

in Transit connect to bus or train service.

understand, plan, and purchase.

+

One reason is that, unlike fixed-route transit
or bikeshare, on-demand services did not have

Edmonton Transit Service (ETS) implemented

a GTFS-like data standard to provide basic

a major bus network redesign in April 2021,

information to riders. Microtransit simply wasn’t

including the launch of a new microtransit service

available through apps like Google Maps or

in partnership with Via. Thanks to Via’s API,

Transit, and during the first wave of microtransit

Transit integrated the new on-demand service

experimentation a few years ago, transit agencies

alongside fixed-route lines. In the first two weeks,
the service was viewed 900,000 times in Transit,
with more than 5,100 taps from users to learn
more about the service, view trip plans, and
download the on-demand app.
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While these innovative integration projects show

The possibilities for GOFS go far beyond

the value of open, interconnected mobility,

microtransit and, in the not-too-distant future,

implementation typically requires access to

can extend to other demand-responsive services,

private APIs, which creates hurdles for all parties.

such as paratransit. Transit is already contributing

An open data standard would smooth the road

to efforts led by the California Association for

ahead and allow on-demand transit integrations

Coordinated Transportation and US DOT’s ITS

More detailed guidance,

to proliferate not just in Transit but also in other

Joint Program Office to ensure that the benefits

including examples of RFPs

apps, benefiting riders, agencies, and microtransit

of digital on-demand standards extend to all

and contracts that can inform

providers alike.

communities, including users of paratransit, older

your own procurement

adults, rural residents, and other traditionally

process and regulatory

underserved populations.

approaches, are available

involved in conversations around GOFS, and become an early

on our website.

adopter of this new open data standard.

Fortunately, there is progress on this front.
MobilityData, the not-for-profit managing mobility

Guidance for
public agencies

→ Ask potential microtransit vendors to provide their APIs, and
share them for evaluation by apps that have integrated similar
services in the past. We’re not the only company in this category,
but you can use our requirements to get you started.

data standards like GTFS, has launched a working

→ If your agency is putting out a Request for Proposals, score
providers on their proven ability to work with third parties,
not just their willingness to do it.
→ Agencies, cities, apps, and on-demand providers alike can get

group of government agencies, not-for-profits,
microtransit providers, and apps — including
Transit — to create an open data standard for
on-demand services: the General On-Demand
Feed Specification, or GOFS.
With an open data standard in place for
on-demand providers to share real-time
information about their services, agencies will be
able to require public data feeds to facilitate these
kinds of integrations as a baseline expectation
when launching microtransit programs. That
would allow apps like Transit to display service
information to users, such as zones, ETAs, pricing,
and even the ability to make a pick-up request.
Most importantly, GOFS will make it easy to
combine on-demand transit with other services
like fixed-route transit, or even bikeshare and
scooters. That, in turn, will help ensure that every
public dollar invested in microtransit promotes
robust ridership and helps riders connect available
services together for multimodal trips.

Photo courtesy: RideCo
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Shared
micromobility

Fully integrated transit
and bikeshare with one app,
one account

In April 2021, Las Vegas became the first city in
the United States to integrate its bikeshare
and transit systems into a single account and
app experience. The new offering, available in
Transit, enables riders to plan a multimodal trip,
purchase a transit pass, and unlock a bike with

In 2015, a group of mobility apps, cities, and

Despite the lack of a data standard for payment

bikeshare operators convened by the North

and unlocking, there is some progress towards

American Bikeshare Association (NABSA)

deeper integration of bikeshare and scooters

developed the General Bikeshare Feed

services with mobility apps such as Transit.

Specification (GBFS) so that bikeshare could

Much like mobile payment for public transit,

be integrated into multimodal trip planning apps.

where no data standard yet exists, public agencies

Since then, GBFS has been modified to include

have helped encourage these integrations by

free-floating bikeshare and scooter services, and

encouraging their partners to work together

has been adopted by more than half of all cities

and asking for past examples of payment and

with bikeshare and scooter programs. While GBFS

booking integrations during the RFP or

has been successful as a baseline data standard

permitting process.

just a few taps.
The technology behind this first-of-its-type
integration is the result of collaboration led by
the Regional Transportation Commission of
Southern Nevada between Transit, bikeshare
operator Bicycle Transit Systems, and BCycle,
which provides bikeshare hardware and technology.
It builds upon the existing integration of RTC’s
public transit fare products in Transit using
the Justride SDK from Masabi, which powers
mobile ticketing for the agency.

for information about shared micromobility, there
are still improvements to be made, as feed quality,

Thanks to this combination of bikeshare and

licensing terms, maintenance, and ease of access

ticketing APIs, users can enter their payment

for third parties remain far from uniform.

information once to purchase and activate any
transit or bikeshare pass type with Transit.

Like GTFS, GBFS provides real-time information

Previously, the services were not connected,

about available services, and does not allow riders

requiring users to enter payment information into

to pay for or unlock a ride. Today, only a handful

separate accounts and download multiple apps.

of bike and scooter share operators across North
America have complete integrations in navigation
apps like Transit through private APIs. In recent
years, some bikeshare operators that previously
shared private APIs to pay for and unlock rides
have been acquired by larger mobility operators
and shut down this functionality.
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Guidance for
public agencies

→ Cities with bikeshare and scooter programs can follow Transit’s
Best Practices for GBFS, as well as NABSA’s Data Good Practices
for Municipalities and require a publicly-accessible GBFS feed
whenever a micromobility service is introduced.

More detailed guidance,
including examples of RFPs
and contracts that can inform
your own procurement
process and regulatory

→ Ensure easy public access by mandating public GBFS feeds that
do not require authentication. Post the URL for each operator’s
gbfs.json file on the municipality’s website or open data portal.
→ Require that operators license GBFS data using a permissive

approaches, are available

license that places minimal restrictions on usage to ensure that

on our website.

apps, developers, researchers, and advocates can use GBFS data
without onerous restrictions. Encourage the use of standard
open source data licenses.
→ Require that operators include their GBFS feed information in
the GBFS systems.csv file in NABSA’s GitHub repository.
→ As part of the RFP or permitting process, regulators can request
that operators build and provide a payment experience available
in third-party apps.
→ Past experience is a good indicator of future success. Public
agencies can ask operators for documented examples of
previous third-party trip planning and payment integrations
for their services.

Photo courtesy: MoGo Detroit
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Ridehail and taxi

Connecting taxis and transit
in New York City

Despite the meteoric growth of app-based car

That’s one reason we’ve joined MobilityData’s

Transit recently integrated taxi mobility platform Curb,

The integration with Curb marks the first time

services, there is currently no data standard for

working group to create the General On-Demand

so users can get real-time ETAs for the nearest taxis,

taxi services in the U.S. have been made available

Feed Specification (GOFS). The working group

plan A-to-B trips, and book taxi rides using Transit’s

in Transit, and cements taxis as a central part

includes regulators from Montreal and

trip planner. Riders can compare taxis with a variety

of any city’s integrated transportation network.

Washington, DC, who see the potential for

of other mobility options, including subways, buses,

By adding taxis into the mix, Transit is expanding

integrate them with other app-based mobility

an on-demand data standard to improve taxi

bikeshare, carshare and ridehail — and even use Transit’s

users’ mobility options and ensuring riders can

options. But as efforts continue to build out MaaS

and ridehail offerings. Microtransit, ridehail,

data standards, that could change.

and taxis are all on-demand, hailable options

ridehail or taxi providers that would allow
passengers to find, book, and pay for a ride in trip
planners like Google Maps and Transit, or to

multimodal trip planning feature to take a taxi to or
from nearby subway and rail lines.

choose the best route for their needs. By tapping
into Curb’s mobility infrastructure and expansive

that fill a crucial first- and last-mile need — and

network of connected taxis, Transit allows users

Interestingly, ridehail services had been relatively

are often provided by the same company. GOFS

to more accurately compare estimated trip times

early adopters of APIs, starting with Uber in 2015

can easily be used for both types of services.

and prices with other options like ridehail.

and Lyft in 2016. While these private APIs enabled

The work underway to develop GOFS will help

real-time ETAs, pricing information, and even

bring taxi and ridehail services into the larger

the ability to book a ride, Uber and Lyft barred apps

MaaS ecosystem.

that used their APIs from also showing other ridehail
services. Ultimately, after Uber and Lyft went
public in early 2019 and began pursuing a strategy
to consolidate mobility options within the Uber
and Lyft apps, both companies revoked public
access to their APIs and restricted integrations
to a limited number of approved app partners.
While Transit has become expert at integrating
a wide variety of private ridehail and taxi APIs
including Uber, Lyft, Via, Curb, iCabbi, and Ola,
our experience shows that there are still too many
hurdles for these integrations to achieve their
full potential. Adopting a MaaS data standard
for on-demand taxi and ridehail services could
bring the industry onto the same page,
lower the barriers to entry, and promote

Photo courtesy: Curb

multimodal connections.
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Laying the foundation
for autonomous vehicles
Getting the integration of taxis and ridehail

Those who are interested in fully integrating

services right, with an open MaaS data standard,

autonomous vehicles into MaaS should keep their

ultimately lays a strong foundation for emerging

eyes on the ongoing development of the GOFS

modes of on-demand mobility, particularly

data standard for on-demand services. One worry

passenger service in autonomous vehicles. From

about autonomous vehicles is that they will draw

a rider perspective, the experience of booking and

passengers away from more efficient and

paying for an autonomous shuttle will look a lot

sustainable modes. If these services are better

like ridehail or other on-demand services today.

integrated with multimodal trips through a MaaS

In fact, integrations of AV services into trip planning

data standard such as GOFS, autonomous

apps are already underway: Phoenix-area Google

vehicles can be steered toward more positive

Maps users can plan trips in autonomous vehicles,

mobility outcomes.

Guidance for
public agencies

→ Although no MaaS data standard for taxi and ridehail services
yet exists, public agencies can still request or encourage
the provision of a well-documented, public trip planning APIs
in permit applications or regulatory processes.

More detailed guidance,
including examples of RFPs
and contracts that can inform
your own procurement
process and regulatory
approaches, are available
on our website.

→ A broad working group under the guidance of MobiltyData
is defining the GOFS standard, which encompasses both
on-demand transit and services from taxi and ridehail providers.
Agencies, cities, apps, and operators alike can get involved
in conversations around GOFS, and become an early adopter
of this new open data standard.
→ Public agencies can also ask operators to provide documentation
of their past experience with third-party integrations.

thanks to a private API from Google’s corporate

→ Going above and beyond trip planning, regulators can also

sibling, Waymo.

request that operators build and provide payment APIs accessible
through third-party apps.
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Carshare

Although carshare has long been a mobility

it wasn’t long before a shift in the industry led

The carshare industry is increasingly working to adopt existing data

mainstay, its integration into Mobility-as-a-Service

many North American carshare operators,

standards to make it easier for users to find available carshare

has been mixed at best. Most carshare services

including car2go, to close up operations entirely.

vehicles. GBFS, the data standard originally developed for bike and

have never provided a public API showing

scooter share, has been modified to apply to free-floating carshare.

real-time vehicle availability. When they were

But that story is far from universal. One Canadian

Free2Move, which operates carshare in the United States and

offered, public APIs were far from guaranteed.

operator, Communauto, has been operating

Europe, provides a private feed for its service that adapts the GBFS

Daimler-owned car2go originally provided

since 1995 and is a leader at integrating carshare

specification to carshare. Free2Move is one of a number of carshare

a public API to show cars available for use,

services alongside public transit and other modes.

operators to adopt the GBFS standard, simplifying the process of

before revoking API access for mobility apps

incorporating carshare into trip planning and MaaS apps.

in January 2018. Although Daimler later restored
access to a limited number of partner apps,

Unlocking carshare
in a multimodal app

Communauto has led the way not just by making
its vehicles easy to find, but to also reserve
and unlock, in multiple apps. Since 2019, Transit
users in Toronto have been able to not only see

Guidance for
public agencies

→ City agencies permitting carshare operations can ask operators
to provide publicly-accessible, well-documented vehicle
availability APIs. To make life simpler, consider adopting the GBFS
standard for carshare, as a growing number of operators are

the nearest available Communauto FLEX vehicles,
but also reserve, unlock, and complete their trips,

More detailed guidance,

all from within Transit using their Communauto

including examples of RFPs

FLEX account. Users simply tap a Communauto

and contracts that can inform

FLEX pin on the map showing the nearest vehicle,

your own procurement

reserve the car with a single tap, walk to

process and regulatory

the vehicle, and tap in Transit to unlock the car.

approaches, are available
on our website.

The ability to unlock a carshare vehicle within

beginning to use it for this purpose.
→ The success of Communauto demonstrates that integration
of the full unlock and payment experience in third-party apps is
both possible and desirable. If your agency is permitting carshare
services, encourage operators to make booking and/or payment
APIs accessible through third-party apps.
→ Ask operators to provide documented examples of previous third

a multimodal app demonstrates the power of

party-trip planning and payment integrations of their services.

operators building and sharing APIs to make
these types of integrations possible.
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SECTION THREE

Putting it all
together

The set of strategies we’ve outlined in this handbook can help cities,
transit agencies, and mobility companies steer the digital mobility
transformation in a better direction. Whether it’s implementing
and expanding on open data standards for transit, bikeshare,
carshare, taxis, and ridehail, or developing and sharing APIs for
mobile payment, these steps will ensure that the mobility system
is interoperable, competitive, and focused on giving riders the best
possible trips.
But it’s about more than just making sure app-based mobility options
work together. MaaS data standards fit into the big-picture effort
to make transportation more sustainable and equitable, and to help
cities and transit agencies in their efforts to respond quickly to
the challenges they face.
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Sustainability

Equity

As the single largest source of greenhouse gas

lanes, expanded bus lanes, and transit-oriented

Cities are increasingly looking for ways to reduce

low-income riders than the population at large.

emissions in the United States, transportation sits

development. Rather, it’s a complementary

the inequalities built into our transportation

Those are groups that have not been early adopters

squarely at the heart of the climate problem. One

strategy, another piece of the puzzle that helps

systems. While “app-based transportation” may not

of new mobility services like bikeshare and scooters.

way to reduce emissions from urban transportation

ensure those investments in physical infrastructure

be the first thing that jumps to mind when thinking

By providing open data feeds and APIs that allow

is to shift people away from a reliance on their

yield their maximum potential.

about equity, the reality is that smartphones have

services like Transit to direct people to those

own car and towards less polluting options, like

become a necessity: 85% of Americans have one,

services where appropriate, the principles

transit, walking, and cycling. Almost all climate

But linking mobility options together is only

including 76% who make less than $30,000 a year.

contained in this book can help build a mobility

action plans in North America include some focus

the first step. The next phase is to incentivize

The question is not whether, but how, app-based

system where the benefits of new services are

on this “mode shift” strategy.

low-impact transportation choices and encourage

technology can improve transportation equity

more widely shared.

mode shift. For example, a city or metropolitan

— and MaaS data standards can help lower

But sustainable modes face an uphill climb. Private

planning organization could provide discounts on

the barriers to meeting the mobility needs of

In the long run, MaaS data standards could interact

automobiles permeate daily life even for most city

scooter or bikeshare trips that connect to public

disadvantaged groups.

with existing income-based programs to deliver

residents, and getting people to shift to other

transit. An integrated mobility system that relies

options is not easy. When finding and paying for

on open data standards makes it possible to easily

Consider the General Transit Feed Specification

Consider EBT, an electronic system that allows

transit, bikeshare, and other shared mobility is

bring these kinds of incentives directly to users.

(GTFS), the widely-adopted standard for public

a participant to pay for food using needs-based

transit information. It includes specific sections

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program

difficult, it’s no surprise that even when the options

transportation discounts to qualified individuals.

are available, too many people continue to use

There is already initial work underway to encourage

where transit operators can specify whether

(SNAP) benefits. One common approach for

their cars. Bringing everything together with

mode shift through incentives, but it’s happening

vehicles or stations are wheelchair accessible.

mobility discounts is to ask participants to provide

MaaS data standards can help bridge that gap

piece-by-piece within different apps, rather than

Having this data available in a standardized format

proof of eligibility for a benefits system like EBT.

and eliminate one of the barriers to mode shift.

together across apps and services. Transit has

makes it easier for apps like Transit to provide

Unfortunately, users today may have to prove

begun exploring this type of multi-partner work as

relevant information to disabled riders. As new

their eligibility for benefits to each individual

The pandemic has only made things harder by

part of a pilot program with LA Metro. It’s easy to

MaaS data standards are developed for services

transportation operator, often using hardcopy

decimating transit ridership and leaving an

imagine these types of incentives becoming more

like ridehail and microtransit, it’s important to

documentation. As an alternative, a simplified

uncertain timeline for returning to pre-pandemic

sophisticated and targeted over time, but their

ensure that accessibility information is included.

account creation process supported by MaaS

levels. At the same time, it’s also forced people

success rests on the fundamental technology

to reimagine their lives and routines. Making sure

of users being able to easily combine different

MaaS data standards can also help address the

to their EBT benefits in Transit (or any other app)

that sustainable modes are readily discoverable

multimodal services thanks to MaaS data standards.

equity challenge by lowering barriers to access

and access discounts across all available modes

and usable as people consider new commute

new mobility options. The demographic profile

and operators.

patterns is just one necessary step to transforming

of Transit’s user base, for example, is broadly

our car-dominated mobility system. An open

representative of public transit users in major

digital mobility strategy is not a replacement for

American cities, meaning the app tends to serve

investments in improved transit service, new bike

a greater share of visible minorities and
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data standards could enable a user to sign in
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More nimble
public agencies

Transit is just one company in a digital mobility
landscape with hundreds of players. Simply put,
nobody can build the best app for riders all on their
own. We’re able to integrate with mobility services
— first and foremost, public transit — only because of

Public agencies are increasingly procuring digital
mobility services such as on-demand transit,

APIs and open data standards. As the mobility world

mobile ticketing, and bikeshare from private

expands with new services and options, MaaS data

vendors. This carries a risk that public agencies

standards are the key to giving riders the best

end up dependent on their vendors to interact with

possible experience, in Transit or any other app.

riders, and unable to switch to better solutions
if the vendor is not delivering the desired results.
The steps outlined in this handbook can help

Promoting the development and use of MaaS data

public agencies avoid this type of vendor lock-in.

standards doesn’t require insurmountable technical

Promoting open data standards in procurement
processes can preserve an agency’s ability to swap

know-how, but it does require a commitment

out different pieces of the Mobility-as-a-Service

to pushing the industry forward. We’ve outlined

ecosystem (including apps like Transit), ensuring

the practical steps public agencies and private

that public agencies stay in the driver’s seat,
and guaranteeing that riders get software that

operators can take to foster this open mobility

works for them.

system. If this effort succeeds, together we’ll be
able to deliver more equitable and sustainable
urban transportation.
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